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BOOK REVIEW
n

AU 6ooh H11iftHtl ; . ibis t,niodiul ,_,
fro• or 1hro•1h Co,,"1rtlit, P,,,,_
lishi•1 Ho111•, 3-'-'B So#lb l•Dnso• A.,.,,..,
SI. l.o•is 18, /lfisso•ri.

two-'

AUS DBR. WELT DBR REFORMATION.

ther study and research, the author has selected a single topic as the center of a more
extensive and comprehensive area of Luther's
world of thought. In this book the center is
Luther's understanding of the a•11tio •x
nihilo. This takes the author far beyond Gen.
1: 1, as indeed it should. In fact, it mkes him
from the first day of creation to the last day
of the earth. It includes the creation and the
preservation of life, man's fall and death, his
redemption and regeneration, and the final
er, lllio nihilo of the new heaven and earth.
It will be interesting to see what critia of
the Lundensian method, as well as the scholars who prefer the historical approach to that
of systematic theology in the study of Luther,
will have to say in reply to Lofgren. But
whatever their verdict may be, all will have
to concede that this is a solid piece of scholarship, well documented and, fortunately,
supplied with helpful indie,s P,rson11r11m,
r,r11m, ,,
Any scholar who desires
to pursue this particular study of Luther's
theology further will be aided by tea pages
of closely printed bibliography.
LW.SPITZ

By fritz Blanke. Zurich: Zwingli Verlag,
1960. 112 pages. Cloth. Sw. fr. 14.50.
The Zwingli Verlag published five essays
by fritz Blanke with a list of his published
works to celebrate the author's 60th birthday.
One essay deals with Zwingli"s judgment of
himself - the author concludes that Zwingli
regarded himself of worth only in relationship to the execution of his service to God.
A second essay
Ca appraises
lvin"s judgment
of Zwingli - Calvin called Zwingli "a faithful servant of Christ." The third and fourth
essays have the Anabaptists as their subject.
The relationship between the Reformation
and Anaba.p
tism
is definite and decisive in
Blanke's interpretation; the Spiritualists are
the heirs of Medieval movements, he says.
The Munster episode is the topic of the third
em)•; the fifth essay has as its topic "Reformation und Alkoholismus," in view- of the
fact that the consumption of beer and wine
loeorum.
especially beer in German)•- was very great
in the 16th century. Blanke's scholarship,
which duly tempers his liking for Zwingli,
is evident throughout these essays.

•x

CARL S.MBYBR

DlB THEOLOGlB DER SCHiJPPUNG BEl
LUTHER. By David Lofgren. Gottingen:

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960. 335
pages. Paper, DM 27.00; cloth, DM 30.00.
This is an important book. Its chief value,
u the reviewer sees it, appears in its emphasis on the unity of the Apostles' Creed
in Luther's theology.
each
Ia
of the three
articles Luther sees a creative act of God.
following the Luadeasiaa method of Lu-

GOSPEL
AND
MYTH
IN
THE
THOUGHT OP RUDOLP BULTMANN.

By Giovanni Miege.
Translated
by Stephen Neill. Richmond: John Knox Press,
1960. viii + 152 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
Miege, professor of Church History at the
Waldensian Theological Seminary in Rome,
offers us here a very helpful guide to understanding the thoughts and concerns of Rudolf
Bultmann.
Like other critics of Bultmann the author
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anacks his basic definition of m)•th. Not only CHRISTUS UND Dl'B PHARISABR: l!XBis it too broad, Micgge says, but it is wrong.
mythUNTBRSUCHUNG OBER
GEI'ISCHB
Bultmann uys that
sets forth that
GRUND UND VERLA.UP DBR A.USwhich is divine in human terms. This,
reBIN.A.NDBRSEI'ZUNGBN.
By Wolfsa111
plies Mieggc, is precisely what the Bible does,
Beilner. Vienna: Verlag Herder, 1959.
but this is not myth. Myth is rather the prodxi + 271 pages. Paper. DM 27.00.
uct of religious imagiruition; it is the setting
This book provides the reader with a careforth of the human in divine terms, as Karl ful examination of all passages in the four
Barth has pointed out. Myth therefore can- gospels in which the Pharisees arc explicitly
not belong to Christianity, but only to a false mentioned or in which their involvement
relision of "human desires and values raised may be inferred.
the to
divine." It is Christianity, it is the inThe tone in which the author writes is
carnation, the fact that God comes into time,
couraseous. Wrede, Dibelius, and Bultmann
which pronounces judgment on all myths.
absorb some hard blows, but we doubt
Miegge draws heavily in this entire discuswhether the author's confidence in the fidelity
sion from Gustav Stiihlin's excellent article of oral tradition will be generally shared. In
on "myth" in Kittel's Theologis,bes lV6rlerconnection with Mark 12:28-34 and parallels
bt1eh.
Bcilner enters into the question of inspiraIt is of course true that many modern the- tion and observes tllllt inspiration insures
ologians (like Thielicke) recosnize m)•thology absolute historical accuracy in those cases
in the New Testament, but by this they mean where the holy writers are spccificially conpure S)•mbol, and thus, as Bultmann would cerned about such fidelity to the circumcharge, they have robbed myth of its true stances. But in the case of the passage under
character. However, Miegge counters, Bult- discussion "this does not appear to be the
mann himself does this very thins; he too case" (p. 134 ). \Vhat the criteria arc for
would not attribute a purely ingenuous establishing the attitude of a sacred writer
naivete to the apostles, but seems to imply toward
his data in a siven moment is not
that the "myths" in the New Testament are stated.
not really myths in the sense of being nothThe lengthy bibliography displays a broad
ing but myths. Rather they are symbols of acquaintance with the subject. The painstaka faith which in reality is not mytholosical.
so-called
religio-historical
ing
analysis of individual Scripture texts reAr least the
school flects close familiarity with the books and
seems to be going in this direction.
articles mentioned.
Mieggc's most severe criticism of BultFREDERICK W. DANKER
mann is centered in the latter's subjectivism.
By making the "eschatological event" not AN lAfAUNUEL KANT READER. Edited
by Raymond B. Blakney. New York:
really Christ but the earliest Christian comHarper and Brothers, 1960. xviii + 290
munity and its faith Bultmann tends to repages. Cloth. $5.00.
duce Christology
a doctrine
to
of the church,
and for the IL,:a~ and iqnbmt of the New
There are few Kantians or Neo-Kantians
Testament he has substituted his man-cen- around any more. But the influence of Im·
tered, psychological, continuing, existential manuel Kant is still clearly discernible today,
concern. This may not be Bultmann's inten- and that especially in theological circles.
tion, Miegge admits, but is surely the result Modern theologians' aversion to natural and
of Bultmann's critical approach.
rational theology, their distinction between
ROBERT D. PREUS
history and superhistory, between the em-
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Pirical :ind the real, and many other generally
orisin. categories
Therefore are clearly Kantian in
assumed
a book like Blakney's is
a welcome help to understand nor only Kant
but also the backsround to much that is
being said today. Blakney's arrangement of
material seems
be to
quire useful. After introductory statements he offers brief uans1:uions from significant portions of Kant's
major works. These selections deal primarily
with Kant's meraphysia, epistemolo8f, and
ethical theory.
ROBERT 0. PR.BUS

not happen without His wilL However, the
.reprobation of the lost is a mystery hidden
;,. Gotl according to Calvin, and here is the
precise point at which Lutherans will never
concur.
Throughout these two
it is apparent how dependent Calvin was upon Sr. Ausustine, who is quoted on almost every page.
Making allowances for Augustine's exaggerations, one must confess that Calvin with his
help offers much sound and evangelical
tbeolo8)'.
ROBERT 0. PREUS

CALVIN'S CALVINISM. 1. TH'l!. EI''l!.RNII.L PR'l!.DESTINATION OP GOD.
2. THE. SECRET PROVIDENCE OF
GOD. By John Calvin. Translated by
Henry Cole. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956. 350
pages. Cloth. $3.50.
AlthoU&h Calvin from the very beginning
of his career makes his position quire clear
on the subject of predestination and election,
attacks against his reaching throughout his
life m:ide it nc:ccssary for him to produce
several lengthy treatises on the subject. Two
of these works, written ag:iinst Albert Pighius
and a.pinst a certain "worddess calumniator,"
are included in this volume.
It becomes clear in reading these two
works
Calvin does not offer the simple,
at
sra.rk doctrine of predestination which h:is
been attributed to him. It is perhaps correct
to say th:it the emphatic conclusion of
a double predestination is more the position
of Calvin's followers and enemies than of
Calvin himself. Our condemnation lies
wholly in ourselves, he says. The wicked are
lost because they mNsl
being
iin,essentially
by their birth in sin. But althoush
epraved
there is a definite decree of reprobation, it
does not follow that the wicked sinned by
constraint; but the wicked sinned willingly
and knowingly and for this reason are lost.
God is not the author of the Fall. Like Augustine, Calvin teaches that the Fall occurred
apinst God's will, although perforce it did

i'tlEDIE.V11.L
AND
RENAISSANCE.
STUDIES. By Theodor Ernst Mommsen.
Edited by Eugene F. Rice, Jr. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1959. xii + 353
pases. Cloth. $5.75.
The author is a German scholar who came
to America because of Hider in 1936.
A grandson of the classical scholar Theodor
Mommsen, he was graduated from the University of Berlin in 1929. He died in 1958.
This volume is a collection of the best of bis
many articles. One essay is included on
"Orosius and Augustine" that has not been
previously published.
The first two groups of essays are "Studies
on the Diplomatic and Military History of
Italy and the Empire, 1316--1687" and
"Petrarchian Studies." These are perhaps the
most important essays in the collection for
the general scholar, since Petrarchian studies
were Mommsen's lifelong interest and he
availed himself of the fine Petrarch collection
in the Cornell library.
For the theologian, however, the third
series "Studies in Early Christian Historiography" is of greater interest. Attempts have
been made to trace beginnings of the 19thc.enrury idea of progress in Melito, Arnobius,
Eusebius, Orosius, and other early Christian
fathers. Whatever the merits of this thesis,
Mommsen shows that Augustine would have
none of it. In this sense be was more formative for the Middle Ages than was Orosius
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( p. 348), contrary to the opinion of Mommsen.
The essay on the meaning of Epiphany in
the early fifth century in the writings of
Aponius and Orosius is especially interesting
for the development of the church year.
WALTER W. OETTING

RBLIGlOUS EDUCATION IN GERMAN
SCHOOLS: AN HISTORICAL APPROACH. By Ernst Christian Hclmrcich.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press. 1959, xvi + 365 pages. Cloth.

$7.50.
In six parts, of which the first goes up to
1871, Helmreich of Bowdoin College, presents the results of his researches on religious
education in the German school curriculum.
With the major emphasis on the period from
Hitler to the en after World War II, the
work becomes extremely useful for an understanding of the present complicated school
system in the two Germanies today. Developments like the use of catechists in the German school arc investigated and documented
in this extremely helpful study. The recognition on the part of the German church of
its obligation to provide religious education
is not meeting with any degree of opposition
in West Germany; in East Germany the issue
is kept before the people in spire of obstacles.
In both East and West Germany religious
education remains a problem of church-state
CARL s. MEYER
relations.
A TRBASURY OP BOOKS POR BIBLE
STUDY. By Wilbur M. Smith. Boston:
W. A. Wilde Co., 1960. 289 pages.
Coth. $3.95.
Smith is on the faculty of Fuller Theological Seminary and has been in the reaching
miniscry for 40 years. The chapters of this
book originally appeared in his column, "In
the Study," in Mooth i\fon1hZ,. This probably accounts for the great Yariety in the
book, u well as for the cue of Style which

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol32/iss1/32

makes for such pleasant reading. The 21
chapters fall into three categories.
In the first are those which describe and
serve u an introduction to historical surveys
of the Old and New Testaments, dictionaries
of the Bible, and Bible atlases along with the
chapter on "Some Suggestions for the Study
of a Given Biblical Passage" and the "letter
to an Adult Friend Who Is Beginning Serious Bible Study."
In a second a.regory are the chapters which
deal with special studies, such as those which
provide the Biblia.1 references to the temples
in Jcrus:ilem, discuss the celestial phenomena
in Biblia.1 prophecy, treat the flora of the
Bible, and offer a chronological arrangement
of p:iwges relating to the birth of Christ.
The chapter which classifies the New Tescament p:ass:iges on the Holy Spirit is aloae
worth the price of the book in this reviewer's
opinion.
A third category of chapters deals with
Bible study in its application to the teaching
ministry of the church, such as the ones on
the history of preaching and the disappearance of the Messianic hope in contemporary
Judaism.
One comes away from the book with the
conviction that before one am be a good
Bible reacher one must be a good Bible stu•
dent. This is precisely the point at which so
much of the quality of Bible teaching today
suffers. In our desire to be functional we
have become activistic, and many of us do
not devote the ncccss:iry time to study so that
we may know the Bible better than any other
book. Unless genuine Bible study can be recovered we shall not have a revival of genOSCAR E. FEUCHT
uine Bible teaching.

THB SBLP IN PlLGRli\fAGB. By Earl
A. Loomis, Jr. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1960. 109 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
This is an analysis of the self - the self
in history, in development, in hell, in com•
munity, in communion. The essays arc the
1958 Auburn Lectures at Union Theolop:al
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Seminary. The author, a doctor of medicine an interestiq suggation,
possibly even more
is the ~ r of the Proaram in PIJC}ua~ 10
Mamon'•
that
of
and lle~on ar Union. The purpose of the the protomartyr live on in the Epistlethe
to
vol~e II to shed theological and psychologithe
Hebrews.
~ liglit 00
concept of self. The author
At any. rate, anyone who is interested in
llVCS ~logical concepts like gr•e• and n- an up-to-date survey of the ChristoloSY of
"••Pl10,s meanings different from rhosc com- the Pim Gospel will find this volume of
monly g~ven ro them. However, there are Blair's quite stimulating and rather rewardmany Sr,mularing observations from the ing. Busy pastors, in particular, should derive
•~thor's psychiatric practice. These insishts much benefit from ir as a means of providwdl be of use to pastors in understanding the ing theological content for their preaching.
people whom they serve.
KENNETH H. BRBJMEIBR

MARTIN H. SOIARLBMANN

ll!SUS IN THE GOSPEL OF .MA7THEW. WAITING FOR CHRIS'l'. By Ronald Knox.
New York: Sheed and Ward, 1960. 278
By Edward P. Blair. New York: Abingpages.
Cloth. $3.S0.
~o~ Press, 1960. 16S pages, plus two
This
volume
comprises brief eugetical
md,ces. Cloth. $3.00.
and
dewrional
studies
of Old Testament
This volume is devoted to a re:ippraisal of
Messianic
prophecies
as
provided
in a transthe distinctive elemenrs in Matthew's Chrislation
by
Ronald
Knox.
Ir
provides
evidence,
tology. As such ir is written in line wirh conif
any
is
needed,
for
the
growing
interest
in
temporary interests in Biblical theology. The
Bible
itself
on
the
part of various segrhe
first chapter is devoted to a review of the
major issues in Matthean studies, including ments of the Roman Catholic Church. Ar
the same time ir illusrrares some of the difthe question of priority. After a rather thorficulties confronting the exegete in a docough analysis of the evidence, the author concludes that the view of Marean, rather than trinal church.
On the one hand, the author can say of
Matthean, priority provides the best working
hypothesis. R.3ther crucial in any discussion the earliest chapters of Genesis, '"This doesevery derai
Mt
that
is to be taken u
~f Mattbe:in Christolo.gy is the whole ques- mean
a
literal,
factual
description
of events as
uon of Jesus' view of the Law. Blair does not
the author
of
seem ever quite to come to grips with this they really happened;human
Scripture
may
USC
and
symbol
jusr
issue in its deepest dimensions. It is hardly
enough to say that "Jesus' attitude toward the u any uninspired writer does; and he writes
written Law, as presented by Matthew, is one as a man of his own rime, nor of ours, with
of respect and obedience toward its true re- modes of writing normal then" (p. 7). On
quiremenrs. He fulfilled ir as ir was meant the other, in treatins the Prorevangelium, be
by God to be fulfilled" (p.124). This over- must, of course, come our with the answer
looks the imponance of rhe reorientation that "the woman" means Mary!
Nevertheless, Is. 7:14 is translated: ''Maid
provided by Jesus as a description of the
qualiry of new life represented in the new shall be with child, and shall bear a son that
shall be called Emmanuel" This is explained
tommuniry, His church.
on
pqe 7S: ..Jesus would be born of a virgin
This reviewer found the last chaprer most far as
inuiguins- As
be is aware, Blair is the mother. Isaias used the Hebrew word M9'fl,
fim seriously to suggest points of contact be- 'maiden,' and that is how St.Matthew, under
tween the theoloJY of Stephen, in Acts 7, the inspiration of the same Holy Spirit who
inspired Isaias to utter the words, tells us
and Mattbean CbristoloJY. This is certainlythe had
concerns
view
than

unasery
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that they are fulfilled in Mary a.ad her vir- Egyptian life a.nd culture Monter shows bow
sinity."
accurately the
Biblical records reflect BsYpcian
char- manners. For example, 110 is considered the
This volume has the one feature th:atRoman
Catholic Biblica.1 ideal age for a man to reach; inscriptions
acterizes almost a.II
interpretation; namely, reverence for the Bib- often speak of a man dyins at the age of 110.
lical rcxt. And that, we submit, is much to Gen. 50:26 reproduces this Egyptian mode
be grateful for. If you are looking for a. book of expression.
that, like the scribe mined for the Kingdom,
In connection with the discussion of the
'"brings out of his ueuure both what is new ten plasues the author notes that the descripand what is old," here it is!
tion of water turned into blood parallels ID
MAllTJN H. SCHARLBMANN
Egyptian magical motif and incorporates ID
ominous sign of disastrous events. Some
THE OLD TESTAJ\fENT VIEW OF REV- scholars have thought that Gen. 41 misrepreEI..-1.TION. By James G. S. S. Thomson. sents Egyptian religious beliefs, but papyri
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans Publish- prove that Egyptians frequently spoke of God
ing Co., 1960. 107 pases. Cloth. $2.50. in terms that sound monotheistic and someThe author besins, '"By revelation the Old times refer to His inhabiting mortal men.
Testament means the self-disclosure of God"! On the other hand, occasional discrepancies
The ensuing discussion of the nature and from the archaeologist"s standpoint suBSCSt
media of revelation underscores this position. themselves, Montet llSSerts. To mention but
Special attention is drawn to the Word as one, b:uhing in the Nile by a princess he
the paramount medium of revelation and the considers quite improbable because of the
living communion effected by the divine Jack of privacy for a woman of such station
initiative. No attempt is made to go beyond and the danser of crocodiles. The influence
the Biblical evidence. A fine introduction to that Egypt continued to have on Israel dur•
the subject.
NORMAN HABEL
ing the centuries following the Exodus Montet sees demonstrated in the proverbs attrib•
DAS ALTI!. AGYP'I"BN UND DIB BIBBL. uted to Solomon, which he regards as heavily
By Pierre Montet; trans. Matthis Thurney- dependent on the saws of Amenemope.
sen. Zurich: EVZ-Verlag, 1960. 227
The intrisuing history of ancient Italy, its
pages. Cloth. Sw. Fr. 17.60.
economics, its politics, its arts, its religion, is
THB lifUTB STONES SPBAK: THB the theme running through MacKendrick's
STORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY IN judiciously selected archaeological materia.ls.
ITALY. By Paul MacKendrick. After
New piercing
the mists that enshroud her
York: St. Martin"s Press, 1960. x.iii and earliest history, the author follows the long
369 pases. Cloth. $7.50.
succession of Roman heads of state and links
In the first of these two volumes, Monter the more prominent with one or more sig•
verifies the historical Egyptian context of ni6cant monuments uncovered by the spade.
many Old Testament passages. Archaeologi- Between the ueaanents of Augustus' immecal and Biblical data conjointly point to the diate successors and that of the Flavians Mac13th century u the most probable date for Kendrick takes his readers on a tour of
the Emdus. Rameses JI is reprded as the vivacious, naughty, sophisticated Pompeii.
Pharaoh of the oppression, and while his suc- The chapter describing rhe consuuction of
cessor Merenptah wu entanaled in embar- Roman roads and aqueducts will satisfy the
rassing foreisn affairs the Israelites prepared curiosity of all who have marveled at these
their departure. In the section dealins with Roman feats of engineering. As an indica-
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tion of its comprehensive coverase, the book
even includes a photosraph of a mosaic
which documents the pre-Riviera orisin of
the bikini type of swim suit.
Both of these volumes are desisned for the
nonspecialist. Montet's book provides more
detailed documentation, but MacKendrick
appends a helpful list of readinss to each
chapter for the reader who wishes to pursue
the subject further. Both will richly reward
the reader with a profounder appreciation of
the world in which Judaeo-Christian culture
v.-as born and developed.
FREDERICK W. DANKER

CALVIN'S NBW TBSTA/11.BNT CO/11.AIBNTARIES. Vol. 4: The Gospel A,,a,din.g
lo SI. 10h11,- Part One: Chapters
1-10. Translated by T. H. L. Parker. 278
pages. Cloth. $4.50. Vol. 9: THB FIRST
BPISTLB OP PAUL TO THB CORINTHIANS. Translated by John \V. Fraser. Grand
Rapids: \\7m. B. Eerdmans Publishins Co.,
1960. 3 70 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
John Calvin's commentaries continue to
be drawn upon extensively by both proft.ssional and lay Bible students. The clarity
of comprehension and lucidit)' of expression
so characteristic of the notable Reformer apin these new translations.
pear to
FREDERICK \V. DANKER

DAKB'S ANNOTATED
RBPBRBNCB
(With
BIBLB: THB NBW TBSTAMBNT
the Addition
of Da11iel1 Psalms and Proverbs). By Finis J. Dake. Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1961. 488 pases. Cloth.
$7.95.
The dust jacket of this book claims that
the author spent over 100,000 hours (just
under 50 years of 40-hour weeks) searching the Scriptures, in order to provide an
ample number of cross references for the
verses of the New Testament. We submit
a sample of the author's labors to demonstrate the proposition that the value of
a work may be inversely proportionate to

307

the amount of labor expended on it, and to
protect the reader and his constituents who
may find themselves shellshocked by repeated
blasts of advertisins- In connection with
2 Thess. 2: 7 we find this sem:
The church will continue to hinder lawlessness until rhe rapture. A.,r,l 1/,11111 rhe Antichrist will be revealed. This is conclusive
proof thar the rapture takes place before
Daniel's 70th week and the tribulation of
Rev.6:1-19:21. Accordins ro Dan.9:27,
Anrichrisr will be here for 7 years, for he
makes a 7-year covenant with Israel. If he is
here for 7 years, which will be rhe last 7 years
of rhis ase, and if he who hinders lawlessness
refers to rhe church and is taken our of the
way bofo,. he comes, then the rapture will
rake place l,11/oro
the last
7 years of this qe
and be/ort1 rhe Antichrist comes at the beginning of those 7 years.
The unsupported presuppositions and ,ion
setJuit11rs in this one passase alone are enough
to block the sood will of even a reviewer
filled with the milk of human kindness. The
mystery of mysteries, however, is how a student of Scripture with 100,000 hours of road
work behind him, could miss the evident references to 2 Sam.5:2 in Matt.2:6; to&.
23:20 in Mark 1:2; and to 1 Kinp 17 or
2 advantage
Kings 4 in Luke 7:11-17, to mention but
a few. These are all listed black as night in
Nestle's marsins (and the author of this
monstrous work is conversant with the Greek
New Testament, for the marsins are replete
with transliterations), but the author for
some reason known only to a Daniel has
chosen to isnore them.
faEDERICK W. DANKER

GRBEK HOROSCOPES. By 0. Neugebauer
and H. B. Van Hoesen. Philadelphia: The
American Philosophical Society, 1959.
ix + 231 pases. Cloth. $6.00.
In this volume the editors have collected
holOSCOpic material scattered about in the
papyrological literature. A glossary of astrolosical and technical terms preceding the citation and discussion of the orisinal texts
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f.acilitata their uadcmandiog. Although the
is to provide .radily accessible
daca for 1t11dy of Greek asuonomical
smdenr
techof Christianity will appreniques, the
ciate from the texts included the impaa: the
Gospel made on an age that largely failed
to recognize and acknowledge that "the fault
is nor in our sran, bur in ourselves."

John, and the Apocryphon of James. Eftrf
church library should own a copy.
FllBDBRICK W. DANJCD

THB GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW. By Floyd V. Filson. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1961. 314 pqa.
Cloth. $5.00.
In a previous review of one of the comFaBDBRICK W. DANKER
mentaries in this series we expressed the disHBBRBW UNION COLU!.GB ANNUAL,
that rhe editors have nor allotted
appointment
Vol. XXXI. Edited by Elias L Epstein. proportionate amounts of commentary apace
Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College to their writers. This commentary on MatJewish lmtiNte of Religion, 1960. 276 thew is a further testimony to the unpracti•
pages; M to :i:, and index to the H•br,w ability of squeezing unequal masses of BibUnio,i Coll•g• Ann1111l11 Vols. I-XXIX. lical material into uniformly sized containen.
Cloth.
Ir is evident rhar Filson found himself cm•
This volume of rhe H11brc11J Union College b:mused by the wealth ar his disposal with
AnnN•l, like its predecessors, covers a broad so little space to store ir. He has done a pheranse of topics relatins to the Bible and the nomenal job of communicating the meaning
religious and culmral history of Judaism. Of of the Gospel, owing ro rich insights and
special interest to students of the Old Testa- a remarkable gift of compression, bur we fear
ment is the concluding section of Julius Mor- that only the mosr careful student will catth
gemtern's discussion of the political circum- the significance of much thar he could only
stances in Jerusalem in 485 B. C., as well as allude to, and that type of srudenr will probEdward Neufeld'• dearly erched picmre of ably use a more technical commentary in the
social and economic conditions in the days of first place. Perhaps this is the reason also
the prophets, with sepecial reference to wban why proportion3tely little attention is paid
and rural tensions. George Buchanan, who to rhe distinctive handling by Matthew of the
had suggested in a previous issue of the materi31 found also in Mark's Gospel DeAnnNlll (XXX (1959], 169-177) that the spire this shortcoming for which the author
word '-ncrn'ii; in Mark 11 : 17 is used in the is not responsible, Filson's commentary is the
sense of guerrilla fishter, finds further sup- mosr useful popular comment:1ry on the Fint
Gospel to appe:u in English. No fresh in•
port in the Talmud for his contention.
rerpretations are offered for disputed pas•
FaBDBRICK W. DANKER
sages, and there is evident a hesitancy to
NBl'(l'LY DISCOVBRBD GNOSTIC WRIT- adopt the methodology of Martin Dibelius
INGS: .II PRBUMINARY SURVEY OP and other continental scholars, bur the comTHB NAG HAMMIIDI PIND. (No. 30.) mentator's sensitivity to messqe
Matthew'•
By W. C. Van Unnik. Naperville, Ill.: will commend his work to prcachen
relevancy.
COD•
Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 1960. 96 cerned
pages.
about
Paper. $1.75.
Unlike other volumes in this series, which
This book is a nontechnical informative include bibliographical references in the rest,
treatment of the history of the this
Coptic
texts
H•mrn•di,
commentary
does
nor, except in the inBsJpt. and in- uoductory pages, direct the student to alterdiscovered at Nag
cludes a discussion of the Gospel of Thoma, native discussions.
the Gospel of Truth, the Apocryphon of
FRBDBRICC: W. DANJCD
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DIB PORMGBSCHICHTB DBS BVAN- Gospel sa,ries) ; and ltf11b•11 ( which relate
GBUUMS. By Martin Dibeli111. 3d ed. words or deeds associated with a divinity
by Gunther Bornbmm and Gerhard Iber. rather than a teacher).
Tiibinsen: J.C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
The positiom advanced by Dibelius justly
19S9. v + 327 pages. Cloth. DM 19.80. invited severe criticism. (Erich Pascher took
Few books in our century have enlivened the lead in a thesis entitled Di• /ormg•New
scholarship to the degree of sebiebtlieb• M•tbotl• [Gottingen, 1924]; be
Tesaunent
Martin Dibelius' pioneering deeffort1 to
was followed among others by B. S. Easton
velop a methodoloBY history
whereby the
of [Tb• Gosp,lGost,•ls,
B•/or• th•
London,
the units of tradition which comprise the 1928], who complained that Form historians
aospels might be documented.
ediThe fint
should stick to determination of forms and
tion of his work 11ppeared in 1919 (2d ed., .avoid
basicthe hazards of value judgments). Some
text for Di- of these criticisms are discussed in this reTiibio,gen, 1933) The
belius' study was "In the Beginning Wu the vised edition, but the basic thesis of the
Sermon." He held that the writers of the work has so permeated contemporary Biblical
gospels, especially the synoptists, were collec- interpretation that almost every commentary
tors of stories and sayinss, each of which hu on synoptic content reBcctS Dibelius' emgrown out of a sociological situation, or Sin phasis on theological tendency in the trans;,. ub•n. The requirements of the church's mission of synoptic ingredients.
pedagogical 11nd missionary wlcs dictated
The pastor who reads this book with
modification of the material constituting the a critical eye will find some synoptic passages
asic ingredients
of the Christian message. In assume fresh theological significance as he
order to trace the history
of these modificato communicate in bis pulpit and
struggles
tions one must first reconstruct the motives at catccbetical iostruaion the universal signifwork in the formation and development of icance of Gospel pericopes which at fint sigbr
the tradition. Dibelius calls this the construc- seem to offer little edification. Students of
tive approach. Such 11 study endeavors to re- divinity will find Gerhard lber's discussion
veal the possible forms which the community of the development of Pormg,s&biebl•, inmight develop to give expression to its cluding the history of the criticism of Diapologetics, insuuction, and polemics. The belius' work, attractively brief yet comprenext step is to analyze each narrative unit hensive enough to orient them on the neceswith a view to locating its proper classifica- sary details.
FllEDERICJt W. DANKO.
tion (GflllNng).
KNOWLBDGB,
AND
For Dibelius the basic type or Gflllung is RJILATIVIS/tf,
PArrH. By Gordon D. Kaufman. Chithe #Nlrllilixmfl, a term he used to describe the
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1960.
illustrative material which was used in the
xiv + 141 pages. Cloth. No price given.
sermon
to accent theological positions. The
heart of the paradigmatic form is a suiking
Against relativism Karl Barth bas posed
saying aruibuted to Jesus which endorses the revelation u a cenual cateaory, bur because
church's viewpoint. Other Gt11111ng•n, include this revelation is limited to Christianity KaufNo,,•II• (stories which focus 11ttention criticizes
not man
ir u toO narrow. Kaufman
theological
assess
signifi
the
on the sayings of Jesus but on His person proposes to
and thus lend themselves to Christological of the relativity of our thought by analyzing
accents) ; ug•11tln ( which aim to project our thought processes.
anthropological
This
the nimbus encircling Jesus and certain
inhe justifies by usertiog that theapproach
cidental circumstances
personages
and
in the ology is a human activity. (Ir is uue, of
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course, that theoloSY is a human aa1v1ty,
a "'1bi111s t,r•cliats, but it is also iht6a60-ro1,.)
From a variety of approaches Kaufman
fine attacks relativism, showing that it is
self-contradictory
cannot because
accountit
for its own standpoint and because, even
though it cannot be disproved on epistemological grounds, it nevertheless itself raises
many crucial epistemological problems. He
affirms, however, that there is no other possible position than what he calls the notion
of "perspeaival and historical truth," for
everyone looks at the world and himself
from his own present point of view. This is
of course itself a relativistic position, with
the present able to assess and correct the
past, the final overcoming of our present relativiq• taking place onl)• at the end of time.
We can, however, according to Kaufman, continue to live and to understand in our present
relativity. Throughout the book historicity
and relativity are related by implication. Just
how according to the author's theory the believer can have any solid basis in religion is
a question not broached in this book.
ROBERT

D. PREUS

THE NATURE OF JUDAISM. B)• Samuel
Umen. New York: Philosophical Library,
1961. 152 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
The contemporary preaching of liberal
Judaism in America is exemplified in these
49 brief messages by the rabbi of Temple
Adath Yeshurun, Manchester, N. H.
.ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

THE TUTORIAL PRAYER-BOOK. Edited
by Charles Neil and J. M. Willoughby.
3d ed. London: Church Book Room,
1959. miv + 684 pages. Cloth. 21/-.
This detailed historical commentary on
the 1662 Boal, of Common Pr•1er of the
Church of England was first published in
1912. It represents a strongly anti-Traaarian,
"Evangelical" tradition of "stria adhesion to
the meaning of the Book of Common Prayer

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol32/iss1/32

u intended by its Compilers and Revisers, and
as accepted by the Church of England until
the rise of the Tractarian School of interpretation" ( p. lx). The present edition reproduces the second edition of 1913, with a 14page appendix by C. Sydney Carter traciq
the recent history of Prayer Book revision
down to 1947-1948. (It may be noted in
passing that, as usual, Lutherans are charged
with teaching '"consubstantiation," p. 369.)
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKOllN

VAN TIL. By Rousas John Rushdoony.
Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Co., 1960. 51 pages. Paper.
$1.25.
NIEBUHR. By G. Brillenburg Wurth; trans•
lated from the Dutch by David H. Freeman. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1960. 41 pases.
Paper. $1.50.
Both of these rather expensive little brochures are in the "Modern Thinkers Series"
of the publishers' "International Library of
Philosophy and Theology." Both authors try
conscientiously to be fair and objective.
Onhodox Presbyterian Armenian-American
Rushdoon)• reproduces part of bis longer
analysis of the thought of his fellow Orthodox Presbyterian Van Til, B,y IVhal S1a111lard? Hence his srudy is, predictably, favorable to itS subject. With Rushdoony and Van
Til both good CalvinistS, it is likewise
strongly critical in its attitude toward Lutheranism. "Lutheranism failed to make a
full break with Rome," we are told, "in that
Luther attacked, not squarely the paganism
present there, but the legalism that was its
fruit" (p. 29). "Luther failed to strCSS sufficiently man's intellect and will in his view
of the image" of God (ibid.). In Luther's
early teaching on predestination, his "impersonalism • • • leads him to the fringes of
philosophical determinism and a mechanical
relationship between God and man; in like
fashion, the means of grace, the Word and
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the sacraments, tend to work impersonally
and to an extent mechanically" ( pp. 29, 30).
In Lutheran Christology "the orthodox formula of Chalcedon is virtually rejected"
(p. 30). Lutheranism tends to see "the weak•
oess of man not in his sin but in bis finitude,
not in ethics but in metaphysics" (p. 31).
The Lutheran concept of the Holy Communion sets forth the Lutheran refusal "to
accept the determinative character of the eternal and [to insist] that man's freedom is
endangered if the temporal is not fused into
the eternal" (ibid.). The natural outcome
of this is "that the sinner determines his own
salvation; God's ,grace starts or assists him to
that end; it annot determine him without
destroying the meaning of time and its centrality" ( ibid.) . "Man, while spiritually
blind, is still a person, and therefore the
synergism of Luther is no necessity for Calvin" (p. 33 ) . "Since man's finitude is not
the problem, Christ's human natu.re in the
Lutheran sense is not needed in the sacrament." (Ibid.)

311

GOD, GRACB AND GOSPBL. By Karl
Barth. Translated by J. S. McNab. Edinburs}i: Oliver & Boyd, 19S9. 74 pases.
Paper. 8/3.
This short volume contains three essays by
Karl Barth: "Gospel and Law," 'The Humanity of God," and "Evangelical Theology
in the 19th Century." The latter two have
already been reviewed in CoNCORDIA THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY, XXXI (August
1960), S26.
In the essay "Gospel and Law" Barth deals
with the themes of Law, Gospel, reconciliation, and justification. Here he offers a most
incisive indictment apinst approachins God
with our own works, against self-justification.
His eloquent discussion of man's self-justification with all its zeal toward God as the sin
is most necessary. For this is indeed the
,·aniry of vanities of our day and every day.
But for Banh this is the 011l1 sin.
Many of Barth's peculiar theological viewpoints arc brought into sharp focus by this
essay. Barth makes God's grace so wide that
it includes the Law and God's judgments,
thus divestins grace of much of its meanins
as grace. He makes Christ's "faith" the very
heart and center of His active obedience, thus
ending up with an objecrivized universal subjective justification. Christ has believed for
all men. A.gain Law is in the Gospel, subsumed under the Gospel; the twO are blended
and blurred, contrary to Luther's emphasis on
the distinction between Law and Gospel.
This book will offer an interested reader
a clear and brio/ introduction to Barth's position on a number of critical issues.
ROBERT PR.BUS

Wurth is a member of the Christian Reformed Church of Holland and professor of
ethics at the Theolo,gische Ho,gcschool of
Kampen. The Niebuhr about whom he
writes is Reinhold, which Wurth (or his
translator ) consistently misspells "Rhein•
hold." Niebuhr's Detroit
tion congrega
is
described as "a small Lutheran [!] church"
(p. 16), and his orig in is described as "Lutheran" ( p. 39 ) , although he has allegedly
been preserved "from a Lutheran optimism
which lacks the courage to relate the ,gospel
of Christ to the questions of the concrete
world of today" (p. 40). His is a voice to
which it is worthwhile to listen in more than THB CHURCH OP RO/tfB: A DISSUAone respect, Wurth concedes, but his theology
SIVB. By R. P. C. Hanson and Reginald
after all "is unacceptable when measured by
H. Fuller. Rev. ed. Greenwich: The Seabiblical Reformation standards" ( p. 41 ) •
bury Press, 1960. 160 pages. Paper.
Wurth's article is obviously designed for
$1.,0.
a Dutch readership; the translation (and the
What would two competent 20th-century
proofreadins) leave much to be desired.
Aqlican
tell a coreligionist
theologians
AKDIUR CARL PIEPKORN
tempted to join the Roman Catholic Church
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in an eifon to dissuade him from this step?
This lively piece of polemics is one possible
answer. Hanson-patrologisr, exegere, and
srsremarician - is senior lecturer in rheoloBY
ar the University of Nottins]wn. Fuller among other rhinss the translator of von
Loewenich's D,r motl•11• K111bolius-mtts is now professor of the New Testament at
Seabury-Western Seminary in Evanston. The
book, first written in 1948, has been brought
up to date to rake cognizance of the developments of the past dozen years. Written with
the English scene chiefly in mind, it endeavors to set forth not only the objections
of Anglicans to Roman Catholic beliefs and
practices but also to indicate the alternative
answers that Anglican theology recommends.
An American Lutheran who keeps the book's
very proper Anglican bias in mind can read
it with great profit; he will, of course, not
expect the book to say precisely what he
would have said, m111111is m11111ndis (and he
will cenainly object to the implication - in
footnote 11 on page 113 - that Lutherans
equate the t1s11s of the Sacrament of the Altar
with "the reception of the elements in Communion").
ARTHUR CARL PJEPK0JlN

call of Jesus of Nazareth. It is the crusai:
moralism this reviewer has ever read. Moreover, the naively homey, grammatically
strange texture of the author's repeated admonitions and prohibitions adds only more
moralistic padding to the book. This is supposed to be an antidote to materialism, but it
certainly is no Christian one. This 75-,arold retired Methodist pastor has only retreaded the liberal theology of his youth.
HENRY W. REIMANN

UNDERSTANDING THB HOLY SPIRrt.
By Harold P. Barker. Westehester, Jll.:
Good News Publishers, n. d. Paper. 63

pages. 50 cents.
Perhaps it should seem refreshing to come
to a simple, Biblical exposition of Christian
doctrine, but this evangelical "One Evenina
Condensed Christian Book" version of Britisher Barker's Tho Vicar of Chrisl is at times
a horrible example of biblicistic simplicity.
The Biblical "hath" of Acts 5:32, 2 Cor.
1 :22, etc., is ridden by the author to the dogmatic conclusion that the gift of the Spirit is
not to be a matter of Christian pra)•er. Barker
insists that the baptism of the Spirit occurred
once and for all at Pentecost. Thereby he
doubts over the question
meets
Pentecostal
AUN THI!. CHARACI'ER ANIMAL:
DISCUSSIONS ON THI!. PRIAUCY OF when this occurs in the individual's experiPl!.RSONAL CHARACI'l!.R. By John ence. But this is also the author's base for
Bennett Sluyter. New York: Exposition his perfectionist conclusions that a Christian
Press, c. 1960. Cotb. 130 pages. $3.00. may grieve the Spirit but never grieve Him
away. Never once is the Holy Spirit related
This is a passionate Platonic and yet to the Word and Sacraments. However, the
Pelqian plea for reconsecration to the inner
book contains much of the personal warmth
nobility of man and to his salvation by char- of New Testament pneumatology.
acter. "Here let me ask again, are you really
HENRY W. RBIMANN
interested in that very particular lump of all
the lumps there are that is really you? . • • TRBASURY OF WITCHCRAFT. By Harry
E. Wedeck. New York: Philosophical LiThar man, the shaping of whom is your finr
brary, 1961. 271 pages, plus 96 full-page
and number-one responsibility. It is so implates. Cloth. $10.00.
portant that to fail here leaves much to be
faced under handicap u out into the world
This gallimaufry of goery, with its more
JOU go. Man with character is a master. Man
than 750 items, ambitiously proposes to offer
without character is a slave" (p. 27). Accord- "a representative conspeaus of the m,aic
ing to the author, this is supposed to be the am, their motifs and techniques, personalities
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and impacu. from proto-history to modern
times, from Babylonia to Scodand" (p. 5).

who have further resources for theology (and
funhu problems) in Melancbtbon's o,i,,io
A brief essay by Wcdeck, leaurer in classics l•1i1 and i•1tili11 eiflilis (Ap. II and IV) and
at Brooklyn Colle,;c, precedes each of the in the n:jection of Flacianism. (FC I)
11 chapters. The five-page biblioyaphy ii
One ii left, however, with the feeling that
brilliance
useful The plates are a major excellencydespite
his
and evangelical faith
of the book. Regrettably, however, the indi- the author's final position on the im1110 Dri
vidual items are 10 poorly identified as to as the power within man to love God ii still
make verification of the texts or of the a kind of semi-Pelagianism. Ultimately the
sources of many of the illustrations virtually Holy ScripNres rather than Berthold's very
impossible. The book thus becomes more of useful empiricism must test, and if necessary,
a collection of curiosities than a source of correct his conclusions.
assistance for the serious swdenr.
HBNB.Y W. REIMANN
ARTHUR CARL PJEPKOJlN

OP GOD: THB ROLB OF
THB FEAR
ANXIETY
IN
CONTEMPORARY
Jacob
THOUGHT. By Fred Berthold, Jr. New
York: Harper and Brothers, c. 1959.
155 p:a,;cs. Cloth. $3.00.
Dartmouth's Berthold here sives us an
exceptionally relevant book. From the varied
vantage points of Teresa of Avila, Martin
Luther, Sigmund Freud, and Martin Heidegger the author illustrates his Augustinian
thesis dut man's heart is restless until it rests
in God, and that, far from an apparently
unambivalent Thomistic view of "nawral desire" or equally apparently unambivalent Calvinistic view of total depravity, exhibits
man
an anxious longing for God that is also positive in its ambiguity. This is not to say that
Berthold adopts any simple empirical stance.
In faa his book is one of the most penetrat•
ins analyses of the role of Christian experience in theology that this reviewer has read.
Nawrally he
with the Barthi:an view
disagrees
of nawral man and the role of experience in
theology. He agrees with Wingren's "'damagins charge apinst Barth"' (p.115). Experience, in this cue the evident
long"'anzious
for God, becomes a partial test of the
adequacy of the theological doctrine of man,
and the "image of God" becomes the correc:tive of both the overly polemical cambatana,
Thomism and Calvinism. This is an exceptionally valuable book also for the Lutherans,

JOHN
CALVIN:
CONT.BltfPORA.RY
PROPHET. A SY/tfPOSIUM. Edited by
T. Hooptra. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Baker Book House, 1959. 257 pages.
Ooth. $4.50.
An enumeration of the titles of the 14
essays of this commemorative volume- published 450 years after the birth of John Calvin and 400 years after the final edition of
the lnstilNlio R•li1ioni1 Christi111111• - would
immediately reveal that it minimizes purely
theological ropia. One essay, it is uue, deals
with "Calvin on the Inspiration of Scripture"
and another with "Calvin and the Kingdom
of God." Mon: essays, however, discuss Calvin's humility, his tolerance, his pastoral concern, his etbia, his ecumenicity, his educational philosophy, and his social, economic,
and political views. It must be stated that
they are stronsly orientated in Calvin's theology. Nine of the essays are under the major
heading "'The Relevance of the Prophet,"
underscoring the aim to stimulate for the
follower of Calvin "a Christian life that finds
of love in
its highest expression in
Christ to the glory of God." Phillip E.
Hughes contributed a chapter on 'The Pen
of the Prophet," which summarizes the writings of the Genevan n:fonner. The 14 essays
present an incerpn:tation of various facets of
Calvin's thought that are helpful for an
undemanding of Calvin.
CUL S.MBYD
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AMBRICAN CHRISTIANITY: AN HISTORICAL INTBRPRETATION WITH
RBPRESENTATIVB
DOCUMBNTS.
Vol. I: 1607-1820. By H. Shelton
Smith, Robert T. Handy, and Leffens A.
Loeacher.
New
York: Charles Scribner's
written
Som, 1960. xv + 615 pages. Cloth.
$10.00.
The major movements of American Christianiry in the period from 1607 to 1820 ore
correl11ted with representative primary documents in this 6nt volume of a tw0-volume
work that will immediately take its place as
a prim11ry guide for the study of that history.
The work is divided into three periods:
Traditions in New Contests, 1607-1690 ;
Changing Patterns, 1690--1765;
Freedom
and Renewal, 1765-1820. Eleven chapters
are grouped within these three pam, each
chapter with from five to eighteen subdivisions. At the end of each chapter a discussion
of the pertinent literature points the way for
further study.
Each period is given a lengthy introduction; each chapter has its summary; each division, a short briefing. The chapter introductions and the introductions to the sections
are extremely valuable for orientation and
understanding.
The primary source materials have been
chosen with great care. They are rep resentative, meaningful, pertinent.
This work is extensive enough to provide
a good overview of more than 200 years of
American church history. It is comprehensive enough to provide an insight into the
many and varied factors that went inro the
history of the churches in these 200 yc:in.
The Puritan and Calvinistic traditions are
not given such undue weight that the Roman
Catholic, Lutheran, and other traditions IU'e
unrecognized or slighted. It was gratifying to
this reviewer to note the space given to
Colonial Lutheranism, including the formation of the General Synod (1820). Institutions, programs, and movements of thought,
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of theological
parricularly the
patterns, receive balanced ucatment.
Smith is at Duke Universiry, HandJ at
Union Theological Seminary, loerscber at
Princeton Theological Seminary. They haft
a work, interlarded with documCDII,
that is significant not only for church history
but also for the social history of our counuy.
CARL S.MBYD

CBNTRAL THBMES OP AMBRICAN UPB.
By Tim J. Campbell. Gmnd Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1959. 188 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Campbell, a lawyer by profession and a
Presbyrerian, sets out to prove, and carefullJ
selects bis facts t0\\'3rd that end, that rhe
central themes of the Amerie11n way are
either directly religious or related to religion
111 by-products · or inevitable incidents"
(p. 17 1). His exposition on "The Hand of
God in the History of the Unired Srares" emphasizes III proof the incidental on which
history often seems to hinge, although God's
wa)•s arc not man's ways and His paths are
past finding out. He finds a divine approval
of the republican form of civil ,;ovcrnment.
The tolerance and altruism in American culture arc among t.he themes which he develops. "Nothing is so imporr:int to
the permanence of the American way of life as making it more Christian according to irs historic
type (p. 173 ) , he sr:itcs. The danger to
religion in equating it wirh a social order
seems not to be recognized.
CARL S. MBYBR
00

00

NATIONALITY AND THB WBSTBRN
CHURCH BEFORE TH11 Rl!PORJIUTION. By I. P. Shaw. London: S.P. C.K.,
1959. vi + 64 pages. Paper. 7/ 6.
The three Maurice Lectures for 1956 giftD
at King's College, London, are devoted to the
theme that "a spirit of nationaliry had existed
in the English Church for centuries, and similarly, in varying degrees, in other various
development
churches
in Europe... The Lib•r

C•ru•••
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Ro,,,.1111• Beelesi11e of 1192 is an indication siderable original research, six upeas of that
of this spirit of nationality; the escablishment history. The fint lecture deals with the nature
of archbisbopria in Continental Ewope is of the ea:lesiastical settlement of 1662, after
another; the Germanic ( including Anglo- the restoration of the Stuarts. The eclipse of
Saxon) influences
monastery
univer•
in
and
convoaation, the topic of the second lecture,
sity also tended toward nationality. Clearly,scholarly
lacks the interest of the third on the question
fashion Shaw spells of "Comprehension versus Toleration." He
carefully, and in
out his theme in a noteworthy contribution shows that ecclesiastical politia in the period
to an undentanding of the late Middle Ages. between 1662 and 1689 revolve around the
CARL S. MBYBR
leitmotiv of this suuggle. The fourth lecture
on "Godly Union and Concord," telling with
A HISTORY OP THB S. P. C. K. By W. K.
other names and in other times than oun
Lowther Clarke. London: S. P. C. K., 1959.
about the "dialogue" and ecumenicism, is one
ix + 244 pages. Cloth. 21/ - .
full of interest and information. The intelThe Society for Promoting Christian lectwal climate of the late 17th century is
Knowledge was founded in 1698 by Thomas surveyed in the lecture on 'True Religion
Bray and four laymen "'to promote and en- and Sound Learning." In the last lecture,
courasc the erection of charity schools in all "Quieta non movenda," be has a section
pans of England and Wales; to disperse, both
which tells about the attempts of several
at home and abroad, Bibles and tracts of re- churchmen to establish Anglican bisbopria
ligion; and in general to advance the honour in the New World, among other attempts to
of God and the good of mankind, by promot- reform and strengthen the Church of Enging Christian knowledge both at home and land. For those who already have some acin the other parts of the world by the best quaintance with this period Syke's book will
methods that should offer." It still carries out be of first-ranking importance.
cduaational and missionary functions, alCARL S. MBYBR
though it is best known perhaps because of
its publication program. Its headquarters are BBYOND THBOLOGY: THB AUTOBIOnow in Holy Trinity Church, Marylebone
GRAPHY OP BDWARD SCRIBNER
Road, London; it is under the direction of
Ai\fBS. Edited by Van Meter Ames. ChiF. N. Davey, who has written the "epilog" to
cago: University of Chicago Press, 19,9,
this volume. In chronicling the story of soxii + 223
Cloth. $5.00.
ciety's activities for more than two and a half
Liberal Edward Scribner Ames ( 1870 to
centuries, Clarke tells, for instance, about
1958) was the minister of the University
Schultze and Schwartz in India, the Scilly
Church of the Disciples of Christ and taught
Mission, and literature published in nonEnglish languages. It is a history worth in the department of philosophy at the University of Chicaso. Among his books are The
reading.
CARL S. MBYl!R
New Or1hotlo,c, and Th• Ps,eholo17 of RePRO/if SHBI..DON TO SBCKBR: A.SPBCIS li1io11s B:rt,ni•ne,, He belonsed to the "ChiOP BNGUSH CHURCH HISTORY, ca.go School" of philosophy, most readily
1660-1768. By Norman Sykes. Cam- identified with John Dewey. Ames says
bridge: University Press, 1959. xi + 238 ( p. 96) : "Psychology and philosophy of repages. Cloth. $6.50.
ligion renew religion. A religion without
In his six Ford Lectures for 1958 Sykes their benefit will not satisfy the modern
illusuares a century of English church his- aitic:al mind." The charming literary style
tory by treating in detail, on the basis of con- of this autobiography provides a readable

pages.
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m:ord of a liberal thinker in the first half of
the 20th century.
CARL S. MBYIDl

the medieval church and of the new Protacommunions; he will hear also the OYU·
tones of another voice, that of the iodcpeodGRMT WOMBN OP THB CHRISTIAN cot Church of Sweden, which could think for
PAITH. By Edith Deen. New York: itself with a mind of its own" (p. vii). When
Harper & Brothers, 1959. zix
428 he maintains that the intention of the Petriretain
pases. Ooth. $4.95.
was to
the apostolic suc:ccssion and
Edith Deen, authoress of All of lh• wants to couple him with Cranmer in this
Wom•• of th• Bibi•, has chosen 47 women respect, he is misreading the facu, nor does
from Vibia Perpema to Helen lengthy
Barrett Monthe cites (pp. 83-84)
passage the
gomery u subjects of biographical sketches. substantiate his contention.
Among the 47 are Mary Baker Eddy, Ann
CARL S.MBYD
Lee, Katherine von Bora, and Monica. To
these she adds vignettes of 76 other women THB SCHOOL OP FAITH: THB CATB·
THB
RBPORltfBD
CHISMS
OF
from Thccla to Evelyn Underhill, including
CHURCH. Translated and edited bf
Franca Cabrini and Dorothea Dill:, Hannah
Thomas F. Torrance. New York: Harper
More and Pocahontas, Juliana of Norwich
and Brothers,
and Bridget of Sweden. The skctehes andintercstinsly
written; 1959.
they axvi + 298 pqa.
Cloth. $6.00.
short studies are
arc mainly anecdotal
A leading Scottish theologian brings towith moralizations.
gether all the catechisms which were officially
CARL S. MBYER
authorized and used by the Kirk in Scotland
AN ARCHBISHOP OF THI!. RBPORMA- since the Reformation. Calvin's Geneva Cat·
TION, LAURBNTIUS PEI"RI NBRICUS, echism (1541), the Heidelberg Catechism
ARCHBISHOP OF UPPSALA, 1'31 to (1563), Craig's Catechism (1581), the New
lj73: A STUDY OP HIS UTURGICAL Catechism (1644), and the Westminster
PROJBCTS. By Etic E. Yelverton. Min- Larger Catechism ( 1648) are the five larger
neapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
catechisms in the collection. To them arc
1959. nii + 154 p:&gcs. Ooth. $3.25. added in the second p:&tt five shorter ate•
Aoslican Yelverton is known for his edi- chisms: The Little Catechism ( 1556),
tion of the Church Manual of Olavus Petri. Craig's Shon Catechism ( 1592), A CateHerc Olaf"s brother, Lars, becomes his sub- chism for Young Children (1641), the
ject The Missal, the Manual,
Ordinal
and the
Westminster Shorter Catechism (1648) , and
are the contributions of Laurentius Petri the Latin Catechism.
which provide the main substance of YelverIn m masterly introduction Torrance aoa•
ton's work. Olavus Petri's mass (1531), exl)•zes the content and form of the catechisms,
cerpts from Laurcntius Petri's D• officiis
ffel.si11sticis ( 1566), a translation of the their method of instruaion, and the nature
chapters of Laurentius' Cb11rch Ortlu (1571), of the theology they present.
It is in the third section p:&tticularly thac
the macaronic mass of Laurcotius Petri, and
the
of the introduction is to be found.
his form for the ordination of priests (1571)value
Catechisms present dialogical theology, and
and for the consecration of bishops (15 71 )
this theology, Torrance says, must give Christ
are among the items included in the appendices. Yelverton says: ''The reader will hear His rightful place. It should be catholic, hisin his writings the authentic voice of the torical, and ecumenical. Although he does
Continental Reformation ptolating in no not m:opize some of the weaknesses of Reuncertain terms apimt the errors both of formed theology, e. g., in its Christology and
Wlt

+
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doctrine of the meaas of grace, he does prea compaa IWlllDU)' of that theology.
This essay with the primary sources will
be of interest and value to the system11tician
11 well as the church historian.

CARL S. MBYBll

THB CORONATION OP CHARLB/dAGNB. Edited by Richard E. Sullivan.
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1959.
xvi+ 99 pages. Paper. $1.50.
This volume reviews attempts
determine
to
who were responsible for the decision that
elevated the Frankish king to the dignity of
emperor, what motivated them, what they
thought they were achieving, and the consequences of the coronation.
The editor, a Michig:an
g:athered
State
ityvarious
Univen
has
opinions on
storian,
these issues, represented by selections from
the writings of such well-known historians 111
Walter Ullmann, James Bryce, Christopher
Dawson, Ferdinand Lot, Geoffrey Barraclough, and others.
The interpretation of this event is important for church history, since so much medieval political theory concerning the relationship of church to state hinges here and also
because it eluc.i dates, in part, the self-conD.
sciousness of the papacy around 800 A.
dozens
WALTBR W.OB'l'TING

317

Jlicting traditions in the consuuction of the
Christianity there and the eventual victory of
Rome. It is implicit in the presentation dm
what we know of English history during this
period is in great part the result of the civilizing influence of the church and her effora
in the work of Bede and the poea, among
othen, to preserve the record. The bibliography is helpful. WALTER W. OB'l'TING

THE REBIRTH OP MINISTRY: A STUDY
OP THB BIBUCAL CHARACI"BR OP
THB CHURCH'S MINISTRY. By James
D. Smart. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1960. 192 pases. Cloth. $3.50.
In spite of a tinge of neo-onhodozy
Union's Smart remains close enough to the
subtitle of his book to give the Lutheran
thought-pa
on
minister eight
his wk. Whether he is describing the cbataaeristia of Jesus' ministry or the demands
of pastoral visits or writing about the minister III theologian, he deserves to be studied
carefully. He talks about expository preaching and evangelism and the minister u pastor. '"One of the most critical situations confronting the Protestant church today," he
says, "is the disappeamnce of Biblical content from contemporary preaching." There
are
of such sentCDCCS that could be
quoted. Even football playen will read books
on football; surely ministen should read 11
good book about the ministry.
CARL S. MBYIIR

AN INTRODUCI"ION TO ANGLOSAXON ENGLAN D. By Peter Hunter
Blair. New York: Cambridge Univenity
Press, 1959. xvi + 382 pages. Paper. AN BRA IN ANGUCAN THBOLOGY:
$2.95.
PROM GORB TO TEMPLB-THB DBVBLOPAfBNT OP ANGUCAN THBOLThe purpose of this book is to give an
OGY BET'WBBN LUX MUNDI A.ND
introduaion to the history of England from
THB SBCOND WORLD WAR 1889 TO
the latter pan of the Roman occupation until
1939. By Arthur Michael Ramsey. New
the beginning of the Norman age. As he
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1960. :a: +
tells the story, the author provides the reader
192 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
with the literary and archaeological evidence
on which the narrative is based.
One of Englaad's great prelate-theologians,
Blair is quite fair in his presentation of the new Aichbishop of Canterbury, makes
Seabury-West(1959) to an
the origins of the church i~ England during a distinguished contribution
important
.series-the
this period. He aptly describes the
two con•lecture
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ern Hale Memorial Lectures, which in the
past h:as included Leonard Hodgson's Th•
Dourin• of th• Atonemen,, Alec Vidler's
Th• Thm,logy of F. D. /tf11arie•, Winfred
Douglas' Th• Pr11ise of Gotl, Burton Scott
Easton's Christ in th• Gospel.s, and John
Wordsworth's The N11tio11t1l Chnreh of
S,11cden. Ramsey traces with sympathetic
criticism the directions that the public theology of the Church of England has taken from
the "theology of expl:malion" begotten by
Charles Gore's suess on the Incarnation to
the "theology of redemption," with its suess
on the Atonement that \Villiam Temple ultimately confessed as the need of the hour.
The '.50 years that the study spans were
marked by struggle and conuoversy - about
the Trinity, about ChriS1ology, about the
Atonement, about man, about society, about
the church, about the Saaed Saiptures, to
name only the major areas of conflia and
exchange. Since these issues are still in the
forefront of theological concern, Ramsey's
book is more than an anno1ated but ullimately archaic bibliography. By retracing
with him the paths trodden by theologians
before us, "our eyes can be helped to distinguish synthesis which is superficial and
synthesis which is surely grounded, arbiuary
liberalism and genuine liberality, facile comprehensiveness and true coherence." What
is probably even more important, "the '.50
)•ears of [this] study have much to shew as
to how theology can, and cannot, ally itself
to the culture of an age" (p. 170.).
ARTHUR. CARL PIBPKOR.N

THB CROSS BBFORB CALVARY. By
Clovis G. Chappell. New York: Abinsdon Press, 1960. 62 pases. Cloth. $1.'.50.
This tiny series of sermons - Joseph,
Daniel, Moses, Elijah, Isaiah-uses the analogies of Old Teswnent figures to desaibe
virtues of Jesus revealed on the cross. At
least one makes no direct application to the
hearer. Isaiah is preached as the prophet of
the SuJferiog Servant and the atonement

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol32/iss1/32

through Christ is set forth; however, even
there with condition: "He will never be
satisfied in time or eternity unlil we tum to
him for healing. . • . If we turn to Christ
today, he will be satisfied with us now."
RICHARD R. CAEMMBRBll

RECBNT DEVELOPMENTS IN THB
SOUTH AFRICAN MISSION FIELD. By
G. B. A. Gerdener. Edinburgh: .Marshall,
Morgan and Scott, 19'.58. 286 pases.
Cloth. 18/ 6.
Missiologists owe a debt of gratitude to
their Stellenbosch colleague for bringing us
up to date by filling in the half century since
du Plessis published his s1andard work The
H;story of Christia11 Missions ;,, Sonlh A.Irie•
in 1911. In these five eventful decades the
accent has shifted from "mission" to "church."
While adequate space is devoted to each
of the sending churches and missions, including chapters on the Dutch (Afrikaans),
the British, the Continental, and the American contributions, the treatment of the Roman
Catholic Church's activities seems somewhat
brief and compressed. There are a few short
paragraphs on the Hanooveri:m Lutheran
Free Church Mission.
It is Part 11, "At the Receiving End," which
will interest people outside South Africa
most for the insider's view which the author
presents. Chapter 4 leans heavily on Bengt
Suodkler for his discussion of 'The Treads
of Separatism and Independence." Gerdeocr's
views on the Bantu Education Act, the Group
Areas Act, the Nalive Laws Amendment Act,
and the like, reveal sanity and clarity, but
frequently seem to go be)•ond moderation to
a kind of old-school missionary endorsement
of the s1111us quo. Nothing very prophetic is
said about the race situation. Valuable Sta·
tistical tables are woven into the text.
Certainly this book will be a source of
invaluable ioformalion to anyone seeking
detailed information on the growth and development of the church in South Africa.
WILLIAM

J.

DANKER
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THB VOCABULARY OF THB CHURCH: bad that the curious conventions of AmeriA PRONUNCIATION GUIDB. By can German teachers are
for ClfMl·
Richard C. White. New York: Macmillan pie, Goethe is given as GAY-ti or GUll-tuh.
Company. 1960. 118 pages. aom. $3.50. and Goeuin.gcn is sivcn as GUR.T-iq-ubn.
In these days where self-pronouncing Bi- Apin, Knippcrdollins should have his K.
bles arc becoming scarce, and where pedantic On the other hand, the volume is splendid
and self-conscious mispronunciations from in its drill of the principle of gradation, that
vowel should approach the
the pulpit are nor, rhe use of this volumeunaccented
in the
a systematic way, column by column and
out loud, will be a splendid discipline for
the preacher and teacher. Biblical and theological words are listed; the system of pronunciation is good; the introducrory statements on pronunciation arc ample. It is too

adop

neutral sound; thus: Savior: SAYV-yur;
trespass: TRES-puhs (preferred). Other useful ones: God: GAHD; Gospel: GAHS-publ.
Where radio and television hold ,800d models
before the people,
preachers
the
should not
be shabby.
RICHARD R. CABMJ.IEllEI.

BOOKS RECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list acknowlcdscs
receipt
preclude
ia
and docs nor
further discussion of ia conrena in the Book Ilcvicw section)

Th11 Dani11alion of Thero11 ll~are. By Harold Frederic. Garden City: Doubleday and
Company, 1961. 320 pages. Paper. 95
cents. First published in 1896 by Stone and
Kimball of Chic:igo, this novel records the
moral disinteg ration of a young Methodist
minister when the Roman Catholic members
of his communiry expose him to a cosmopolitan culture with which his Puritan backsround has not equipped him to cope.

Seleetions
s from,
e Early l'l? rit rs lll11 trflti11e
of Ch11reh History to the Time of Constan•
tirr11. By Henry Melvill Gwatkin. Westwood,
N. J.: Fleming H. Revell Co., n. d. xxii and
196 pases. Cloth. $3.00. First published
in 1893, this anthology of source materials
by a distinguished Cambridge church historian has the Latin and Greek originals of
its 82 items flanked by an English version
on the page opposite. This is an uoaltered
photolithoprinted reissue of an unidentified
but apparently early edition.

Th11 Sttr111 S•yirrgs of Jer11s: The Gnostic
Gosp11l of '(ho11111s. By Robert M. Grant.
Garden City: Doubleday and Company,
1961. 198 pages. Paper. 95 cents. A paper-

back reprint of last year's hard cover edition,
reviewed in Coneordi• Th•ologiul Mon1hl,,
Vol. XX.XI (July 1960), p. 445.
R11ssi• 111 1h11 Dawn of th• Modern Ag11.
By George Vernadsky. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1959. x
347 pages.
Cloth. $7.50.
D•s N•1111 T•stam•nl D,1111,h. Vol. XI:
Di11 0811rrbflrN11g J, s Johflnnes. By Eduard
Lohse. Gottingen: Vandcnhocck and Ruprecht, 1960. 115 pages. Paper. DM 4.80.
Li111ri, 11nt/. Arehiut:111re. By Peter Hammond. London: Barrie and Rockcliff, 1960.
xv
191 pages. Coth. 37/ 6.
John C•lvin •rrd 1he C•lvinisti, Tradi1io11.
By Albert-Marie Schmidt; trans. Ronald Wallace. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960.
192 pages. Paper. $1.50.
Bt1e,elopbli11 Pr1111f11is•. Vol. XIX: Philosophi11, R11liKio11, ed. Gaston Berscr. Paris:
Librairie Larousse, 1957. 424 and 20 pages.
Loose-leaf binder. given.
Price not
Da h11ilig11 Ami: Bi,s11 H•11dr11ieh1111g fiir
tln Got111uliMS1 dw Kireh11, ed. Paul Kramer.
Bern: Bcrchmld Haller Verlag, 1960. 60
pases. Paper. Sw. Fr. 15.00.
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BtmYJn's G11id11 lo tb11 Tt110-Y11n Coll11g11s. Set lo Form11/11ry Ton111. By Paul Bunjes.
By Seymour Eskow. Great Neck: Barron•• Accompaniment edition, Pan I: The Pim
Educational Series, 1960. 370 pases. Paper. Sunday in Advent to Tuesday of WhilSUD
$2.98.
Week. St. Louis: Concordia Publishiq
Poli1ie11l Pn1i11s: A Sociologie11l S111,l,y of House, 1960. ix+ 125 pages. Paper. $7.00.
th. Olignebie11l Tentl11nei11s of Afotlnn D•A11111lm: Pitl•s Q111111r•ns l11111ll«111m: A•·
moer11e,. By Robcn Michels; trans. Eden and s11lm's Proof of th• Bxist•ne11 of Gotl i• tbll
Cedar Paul. New York: Dover Publications, Cont.xi of His Tbt1alogie11l Sehllm11. By Karl
1959. ix + 416 pages. Paper. $2.00.
Barth; translated from the German (2d ed.,
Tr11gie Thnnes in W•slnn Lit•r11111.r11: 1958) by Ian W. Robenson. Richmond:
S111111n Ess11ys, Ed. Oeanth Brooks. New John Knox Press, 1960. 173 pages. Cloth.
Haven: Yale University Press, 1960. 178 $3.00.
Tb• udder of L1111rnin,g: N11w w.,s of
pages. Paper. $1.25.
Teaching
;,, tho Church School. By Vict0r
Th• Tbretd of Communism 11ntl 1h11 T11sli
Hoag.
Greenwich:
Seabury Press, 1960.
of Cbristi11ns: A St11ntl Ag11ins1 D11n.g uous
$3.75.
Trends Within Prot11st11n1ism. By Anhur viii + 152 pages. Ooth.
Fights, Games, a11J. D11b11t11s, By Anatol
Voobus. New York: ETSE [243 E. 34th
St.], 1960. 28 pages. Paper. Price not given. Rapopon. Ann Arbor: University of MichiTh• Cbureb on th•Frontier.
Urb11n.
By G. gan Press, 1960. xvi + 400 pages. Cloth.
Paul Musselman. Greenwich: Seabury Press, $6.95.
J\fa,i in Co111,11umi1y: A S1utl, of St. P11•l's
1960. vii + 136 pages. Cloth. $3.25.
App/ie11tio11
of Old T11stam11111 11r1tl &rl1 .
The Art of Christi11n. Doubt. By Fred DenJewish Co11c11p1io11s of Human Soliurily.
beaux. New York: Association Press, 1960.
By Russell Philip Shedd. London: Epwonh
x + 181 pages. Ooth. $3.50.
Press, 1958. xiii + 209 pages. Ooth. 301.
]11/i11ni Imp•rllloris •Pist11l1111 se/11et11•, ed.
Th11 B11ch11ris,;, M.111110,ial (L'Bucharisti11:
B. A. Van Groningen. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
J\femorial
Sacrifice
dtt Seigm,11,,
d.'11c1ion ti•
1960. 40 pages. Paper. 4.00 suilders.
grtiet1 111 J.1i111crct1ssio11.). Part I -Th• 0/tl
The Cb11reh 11ntl th• Age of R1111son, 1648 Testament. By Max Thuria.n; trans. J. G.
lo 1789. By Gerald R.. Cragg. Baltimore: Davies. Richmond: John Knox Press, 1960.
Pensuin Books, 1960. 299 pages.
Paper.
117 pages. Paper. $1.75.
$1.25.
Dt1s E111111g11/i11,m dt1s Luli11s. By Fritz
H11br1!111 Thot1gb1 Compnetl wi1h ~1111li Rienecker. Wupperta.l, Germany: Verlag R.
(D11s bebriiseh• D•nlien.
V•rgleieb
im
mil Brockhaus, 1959. xvi + 555 pages. Cloth.
tlnn Gri11ehiseb•11J. By Thorlief Boman; DM 19.80.
trans. Jules L Moreau. Philadelphia: WestSoer111111 11,11l lh• H11m11n Consei11nc•. By
minster Press, 1960. 224 pages. Qoth. Mic.heline Sauvage; trans. Pauick Hepburne$4.50.
Scott. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960.
Paper. $
Th11 Cbris1i11n ntl His Bibi•. By Douglu 191 pqes.
Johnson. 2d ed. Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Inda f1tllrisliet11: C"'1,is ,.,,.,,,,. qos1oliEerdmans Publishing Co., 1960. 158 pages. eor11m opffllm
Lighl/001
lldmissis.
tlX .tJiliont1
mmor11
G11bhllrtl1
H11"""/,
Paper. $1.25.
Zan
.tJi1ion11m
Th11 Sffllie11 Prop11rs No111tl: Th11 lfllroils S11nu,s,
,,,,,. Pm 111
By Edpr J.
ntl lnlff'llni11111 Chnts for 1h11
Goodspeed. Naperville, Ill.: Alec R.. AllenP1111s1s, 1111,l Oeet1Sio,u of 1h11 Lil11rgiul Y ur son, 1960. viii + 262 pases. aoth. $6.00.
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